
Those Cool Stars: 
So Hot Right Now* 

  Tom Ayres  (CASA)  

*with apologies to Ben Stiller’s “Zoolander” (2001)	  



Talk focuses on  
lower rungs of J. 
Drake’s CS Ladder, 
where, sad to say, 
sexiness is low, but 
knowledge content  
is high  
 
 Still, many surprises 
are to be found even 
among most familiar 
of stars  

        
         Activity   
                     ZZZZZZZZ 



Outline  
� HST/STIS ASTRAL project(ion) 
� HST/COS SNAPping Coronal Iron 
    --EK Draconis & Alpha Persei 
� HST/Chandra COCOA-PUFS: FK Com 
� EK Dra Revisited (COS+STIS) 
Guiding motivation: 
  What can we learn about stellar “activity” 

from UV spectra? The selected examples 
illustrate what needs to be in UV toolkit   

   



Advanced SpecTRAl Library: 
Cool Stars Edition 

�  Cycle 18 HST/STIS LP (146 orbits [!!]) 
�  Many coinvestigators, including high-res 

ground-based support & atomic physics 
�  Eight iconic late-type stars, including 
   several vaguely unpronounceable objects 
   like Betelgeuse & Procyon 
�   Observations completed November 2011;         

All data public; analyses underway  
�  http://casa.colorado.edu/~ayres/ASTRAL/ 

 
 
 



     ASTRAL TARGETS 
�  (1) ALP CMI 
�  (2) BETA CAS* 
�  (3) GAM DRA* 
�  (4) BET GEM 
�  (5) ALP AQR 
�  (6) BET DRA 
�  (7) ALP ORI 
�  (8) GAM CRU 
�  (A) ALP1 CEN 
�  (B) ALP2 CEN 



�  Use highest-res mode/setting available, with 
narrow spec slit if possible; break up exps in 
pieces to mitigate fixed pattern; sched at least 
one obs of each type near peak-up (flx, vel) 



Processing takes into 
account wavelength 

distortions identified in 
previous studies of 

STIS wavecal lamps.  
Will be updated soon 
with new CALSTIS 
dispersion solutions 
(“Wrinkles Project”) 
Processing also takes 
advantage of special 

techniques to optimally 
splice and merge the 

echellegrams 



Examples:  
Alp Aqr (top)  
Bet Gem (middle) 
Alp Ori (bottom) 
 
 
Discontinuities in 
timelines due to  
GS aqc or re-aqc 
failures (but time 
domain content) 



A: G2V  B: K1V 
Note similarity in flux 
densities aside from  
Fe XII 1242 coronal 

forbidden line 
(coronal spectroscopy 

with FUV velocity 
resolution!) 

tops FUV observations 
of Sun in S/N and 
wavelength quality  
(no lamps for solar) 

 

 Chandra Bonus: New STIS UV             
Spectra of Alpha Centauri AB  















� Now, 
ASTRAL: 
The 
MOVIE 





(2) SNAPPING CORONAL IRON 
HST Cycle 17  
“SNAPshots” of  
Fe XXI 1354 in cool          
stars:   40 targets;  
16 (15) observed 



SNAPPING CORONAL IRON 

Focus on two `typical’ 
cases, but many more 
equally interesting in 
works 



SNAP I: Coronal Rain on EK Dra 
   50 Myr solar analog 
  EK Dra compared to 

STIS Alp Cen (at COS 
resolution); Note broad 
redshifted TZ lines (& 
strong Fe XXI) 



    
       Si IV lines of 
       EK Dra (upper   
       panel) redshifted                

c   compared with sol                  
t   twin Alp Cen A 

       (lower panel); but 
Broad/narrow comp sim  
Stellar equivalent of              

“subcoronal rain” ?  
Note “flares” in Si IV 
but not neighboring Ts 
Catastrophic cooling 
 & downdrafts? 



In recent years,“coronal heating paradox”—near-
potential quiet corona poor site for heating;  

magnetically complex chromosphere more likely; 
now, Type “II” spicules… 



SNAP II: The Curious Case of 
Alpha Persei’s Corona:  

Dwarf in Supergiant’s Clothing? 

Alp Per (src #1) is one 
of brightest, hardest 
X-ray sources in the 

eponymous young 
cluster, yet warm F 

supergiants not known 
for coronal activity 



 IUE SWP-LO 
spectrum of Alp Per 

showed steeply falling 
continuum, with little 
evidence of emission 

lines. But, hard 
ROSAT spectrum and 
50X higher res of 
COS; optimistic to 

detect “hot lines” like 
Si IV, and maybe 

even Fe XXI itself; 
but…flat-liner like   

Alp Car (F0I) (other 
comparison star is 
Bet Aqr [G0 I]) 



Closer look at 
ROSAT: offset 
Alp Per source?! 

In fact, both Alp Per 
& Alp Car are outliers 
in LX / LC IV diagram; 
but, their LX’s are 

~1030 erg/s, like Alpha 
Perseid G dwarfs… 



(3) (Almost) last, but certainly not least: 
  
COordinated Campaign of Observations 
and Analysis, Photosphere to Upper 
Atmosphere, of Fast-Rotating Star:  
FK Comae Berenices 



COCOA-PUFS! 
�  FK Com: ultra-fast 

rotating (180 km/s; 
P~2.4 d) yellow giant 

� Merger remnant W 
UMa contact binary? 

� Joint HST/Chandra 
campaign April 2011 
(STIS/COS + HETGS) 

�  FUSE follow-on: 
broad, redshiftd hot 
lines 



V. Kashyap 
H. Korhonen 
S. Saar 
J. Drake 
D. Huenemoerder 

�  ‘Campain’ (challenging 
to schedule) 

�  Covers >3 rotations 
(most X-ray phases: 
0.0-0.8) 

�  COS: 11 1-orb + 3 3-
orb  (last [5] failed, 
repeated month later) 



Comp: 24 UMa (gG4) 

�  Mainly COS G13/60M 
(A-side) (TTAG) 

�  STIS safety check 
�  FK Com lines very 

broad (cf. FUSE) 



Profiles broad, 
shifting,flaring; 
Rotational 
Modulations 
important  



Stay Tuned ! 

�  X-ray and FUV 
timeseries show 
secular and short 
term variability 

�  X/UV flaring not 
always coincident 
(EKDra syndrome?) 

�  Lots of activity half 
way to photometric 
minimum 



(4) Return to EK Draconis 
Origin of hot-line redshifts? 
�  Persistent Atmospheric effect 
�  Instrumental effect (wavelength cal?) 
� Rotational modulations (P~ 2.6d) 

Take STIS & COS exposures close in time; 
follow with 3 additional COS each ~1/2 day 
(carried out successfully late-March 2012)  

STIS	  	  COS1	   	  COS2	   	  	  	  	  COS3	   	  	  	  COS4	  



The Best Laid Plans of Mice and 
HST Observers… 
� Giant FUV Flare during the COS “velcal”! 
(Don’t tell N.W.!!)…However, prior STIS   
and subsequent COS at “quiescent” level 
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Yellow=STIS; red/orange=COS1;black=COS2+3+4 



Yellow=STIS; red/orange=COS1;black=COS2+3+4 
�  COS2+3+4 nearly 

identical: rotational 
modulations not 
significant 

�  Flare profiles strongly 
redshifted: “anti-
flare” dynamics 
important 

�  COS2+3+4 slightly 
redshifted (~10 km/s) 
w/r/t STIS:  slight 
error in COS relative 
wavelengths (SNAP 
spectrum shows 
identical shifts) 



Systematic exponential decay for big flare; lots of 
erratic variability on short time scales otherwise; 
everything at once: intrin. redshifts, cal, flare (r) 



Conclusions 
�  Cool Stars actually pretty cool right now; 

diverse consequences of magnetic activity can be 
studied effectively in the UV 

�  Focus on accumulating best possible data, 
because main contemporary tools – COS & STIS 
– will not be around forever  

�  UV toolkit benefits from R~50,000 (fully resolve 
even narrow stellar lines; but, >105 for ISM; 
and ~5,000 for surveys); TTAG mode (timing);  
high sensitivity (small time bins); minimal fixed 
pattern noise (high S/N for profile distortions); 
in-spectrum HCEL wavelength calibration 
(relative velocities); access to 90-120nm 
(OVI,CIII,Fe18,19); easy coordination with 
high-energy observatories; broad wavelength 
coverage in single shot (comp diagnostics) 


